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Surface restructuring, kinetic oscillations, and chaos in heterogeneous catalytic reactions

V. P. Zhdanov
Department of Applied Physics, Chalmers University of Technology, S-412 96 Go¨teborg, Sweden
and Boreskov Institute of Catalysis, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

~Received 5 October 1998!

We present comprehensive Monte Carlo simulations of isothermal kinetic oscillations and chaos in catalytic
reactions accompanied by adsorbate-induced surface restructuring. Our analysis is based on the lattice-gas
model describing surface restructuring in terms of the statistical theory of first-order phase transitions. As an
example, we treat the kinetics of the NO-H2 reaction on the Pt~100! surface. A proposed reduced mechanism
of this reaction includes NO adsorption, desorption, and decomposition occurring on the restructured patches
of the surface~the decomposition products are rapidly removed from the surface via N2 desorption and H2O
formation and desorption!. Calculations are performed with a qualitatively realistic ratio between the rates of
different elementary steps. In particular, NO diffusion is several orders of magnitude faster compared to the
other steps. On the nm scale, the model predicts formation of restructured islands with atomically sharp
boundaries. The shape of the islands is found to change dramatically with varying reaction conditions. Despite
phase separation on the surface, the transition from almost harmonic oscillations~with relatively small separate
islands! to chaos~with merging islands! is demonstrated to occur via the standard Feigenbaum scenario. Near
the critical point, the dependence of the amplitude of oscillations on the governing parameter is shown to be
close to that predicted for the Hopf supercritical bifurcation.@S1063-651X~99!10905-X#

PACS number~s!: 05.45.2a, 05.50.1q, 68.35.Rh, 82.20.Wt
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kinetic oscillations, observed in catalytic reactions
single-crystal surfaces at UHV conditions, often result fro
the interplay between reaction steps and adsorbate-ind
surface restructuring@1,2# ~nonisothermal effects are negl
gible at low pressures@1#!. A classical example is CO oxi
dation on Pt~100! @3#. In this case, the (131) arrangement
of metal atoms on the clean surface is metastable comp
to a close packed quasihexagonal~‘‘hex’’ ! arrangement. CO
adsorption may, however, stabilize the (131) phase. The
latter provides a necessary~for oscillations! feedback be-
tween CO and oxygen adsorption because the rate of oxy

FIG. 1. Schematic arrangement of particles on the (40350)
lattice. Filled circles and plus signs exhibit adsorbed particles
substrate atoms in the metastable state, respectively. Metal ato
the stable state are not shown.
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adsorption on the (131) patches is much higher than on th
‘‘hex’’ patches. Other examples include such reactions
CO1NO, NO1H2, and NO1NH3 on Pt~100!.

The theoretical studies of kinetic oscillations accomp

d
in

FIG. 2. ~a! NO decomposition rate~per site per MCS! and ~b!
NO coverage and fractionk of Pt atoms in the metastable state as
function of time forpNO50.03, Ndiff51000, andL5200.
6292 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 3. Snapshots of a (2003200) lattice for the run, shown in Fig. 2, at five sequential stages when the fraction of Pt atoms
metastable state is~a! maximum,~b! between maximum and minimum,~c! minimum, ~d! between minimum and maximum, and~e! again
maximum. The left panels show the whole lattice. The right panels, representing a (50350) fragment of the lattice, exhibit the structure
the restructured islands in detail. The designations are as in Fig. 1.
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nied by surface restructuring have primarily been aimed
CO oxidation on Pt. The treatments employing the me
field ~MF! kinetic equations@1,2# and Monte Carlo~MC!
technique@4,5# were quite successful in reproducing the ev
lution of reactant coverages and reaction rate observed
ing oscillations. The MF models cannot, however, be use
analyze spatiotemporal distribution of adsorbed reactant
the nm scale because they operate only with average co
ages of surface phases. In MC simulations, the distributio
adsorbed species can be calculated, but there exists an
shortcoming connected with describing the adsorba
induced changes in the surface. In all the available MC m
els@4,5#, the pure mathematical rules employed to realize
steps related to surface restructuring are far from those
scribed by statistical mechanics. For example, surface d
sion of CO molecules is neglected or considered to be in
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pendent of the state of metal atoms. With such prescriptio
well-developed phases with atomically sharp phase bou
aries, that are possible, are lacking, e.g., CO molecules
not able to induce the formation of (131) islands at rela-
tively low coverages, because there is no driving force
phase separation. In contrast, experiments indicate that
islands are formed during CO adsorption on Pt~100! already
at uCO.0.0860.05 monolayer~ML ! for T.500 K @6# or
even atuCO.0.01 ML for T.400 K @7#. There are also
direct observations of phase separation on the nm scale
ing kinetic oscillations in such reactions, e.g., as H2 and CO
oxidation occurring on a Pt~100! tip of a field ion microscope
@8,9#. All these findings mean that the adsorbate-induced
structuring of the~100! face of Pt should be described i
terms of the theory of first-order phase transitions. Me
while, the mathematical rules used in the available MC sim
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FIG. 3 ~Continued!.
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lations have nothing in common with this theory.
Accurate description of adsorbate-induced surface

structuring on the basis of statistical theory of phase tra
tions is rather difficult because the understanding of mic
scopic details of this phenomenon is far from comple
Under such circumstances, it seems reasonable to form
a simple well-defined lattice-gas model treating surface
structuring as a first-order phase transition and to employ
model for analyzing oscillatory kinetics. This approach w
partially realized in our recent paper@10# where we proposed
such a model and used it to analyze the influence
adsorbate-induced surface changes on thermal desor
spectra and propagation of chemical waves in bistable r
tions. In the present paper, the same model is employe
treat kinetic oscillations in the NO-H2 reaction on Pt~100!. In
principle, the model can be used to simulate other react
~e.g., CO oxidation or NO reduction on Pt~100! @11#! as well.
The analysis of the kinetics of the NO-H2 reaction is, how-
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ever, especially interesting, because a reduced mechanis
this reaction is fairly simple. For this generic mechanis
oscillations are predicted in a rather wide range of govern
parameters. The latter makes it possible to simulate in de
various aspects of oscillatory kinetics. In particular, we sh
how oscillations arise and demonstrate the transition fr
regular oscillations to chaos. The kinetic curves are comp
mented by snapshots illustrating in detail the phase sep
tion on the nm scale. A short preliminary report about t
simulations presented was submitted elsewhere@12#.

II. COMMENTS ON THE NO-H 2 REACTION ON PT „100…

Kinetic oscillations in the NO-H2 reaction on Pt~100!
were first observed by Nieuwenhuys and co-workers@13,14#
at PNO5331029 bar, PH2

5(3 –10)31029 bar, and T

5420–520 K. Later on, this phenomena was studied by
and co-workers @15# at PNO51.131029 bar, PH2

5
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FIG. 3 ~Continued!.
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3-1031029 bar, andT5430-455 K. The latter group com
bined kinetic data with work function and low-energy ele
tron diffraction ~LEED! measurements. The temperature
gion in which oscillations were observed was found
coincide with the lifting of the ‘‘hex’’ reconstruction.

MF simulations of kinetic oscillations in the NO-H2 reac-
tion on Pt~100! were performed by Lombardoet al. @16#,
Gruyterset al. @17#, and more recently by Makeev and Nie
wenhuys@18#. In the two former studies, surface restructu
ing was assumed to play a key role in oscillations. In co
trast, Makeev and Nieuwenhuys are of the opinion that
oscillations result from the steps, which are not directly co
nected with surface restructuring. From our point of vie
surface restructuring resulting in phase separation shoul
taken into account~at least above 430 K! because the kinetic
equations describing chemical reactions on islands in
two-phase system are quite different compared to those
in the MF approximation.

The conventional mechanism of the NO-H2 reaction on
Pt~100! is as follows~‘‘gas’’ and ‘‘ads’’ mark gas phase and
adsorbed particles!:

~H2!gas
2Hads, ~1!

NOgas
NOads, ~2!

NOads→Nads1Oads, ~3!

2Nads→~N2!gas, ~4!

2Hads1Oads→~H2O!gas, ~5!

3Hads1Nads→~NH3!gas, ~6!

NOads1Nads→~N2O!gas. ~7!

Steps~5! and ~6! are here not elementary@e.g., the NH3
formation ~6! is usually assumed to occur via sequential a
dition of Had to Nad].
-
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In general, one needs to take into account all the ab
steps. Practically, however, the reaction scheme can be
duced for the following reasons.~i! Our attention will be
focused on the reaction behavior at relatively high tempe
tures (T.460 K) where one can observe the transition fro
oscillations to chaos@14#. In this case, the rate of N2O for-

FIG. 4. ~a! NO decomposition rate~per site per MCS! and ~b!
NO coverage and fraction of Pt atoms in the metastable state
function of time for the same MC run as in Fig. 2, but at much la
times.
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6296 PRE 59V. P. ZHDANOV
mation is relatively low@14# and accordingly step~7! can, as
a first approximation, be omitted.~ii ! Step~6! can be omitted
as well because the rate of NH3 formation is lower than tha
of N2 desorption@14# provided that the H2 pressure is not too
high ~in principle, the NH or NH2 coverages might be appre
ciable, but such a scenario is not supported by the ea
simulations@16–18#!. ~iii ! The steps resulting in H2O forma-
tion are known to be very fast@19#. N2 desorption is rather
fast as well~the activation energy for this process is about
kcal/mol @16#!. This means that the products of the NO d
composition@step~3!# can in simulations be simply remove
from the surface just after successful decomposition tri
~iv! The main role of H2 adsorption is to provide H atoms fo
step~5! ~the effect of adsorbed hydrogen on surface restr
turing is minor because the H coverage is low!. But, remov-
ing Oad just after NO decomposition, we do not need
analyze in detail step~5!. In other words, we do not need t
include H2 adsorption explicitly.

FIG. 5. Snapshots of a (2003200) lattice at the end of the ru
shown in Fig. 4.~a! The whole lattice and~b! a (50350) fragment.
er

-

s.

c-

In summary, our reduced scheme of the NO-H2 reaction
on Pt~100! contains only two steps, namely, reversible N
adsorption~2! and decomposition~3!. The decomposition
products are removed from the surface immediately. Th
we have only one adsorbed species, NO.

If one ignores NO-induced surface restructuring and
sumes that all the adsorption sites are active in NO dec
position ~as accepted in Ref.@18a#!, the reduced reaction
scheme is described in the MF approximation as

du/dt5kadPNO~12u!2kdesu2kdecu~12u!, ~8!

whereu is the NO surface coverage~i.e., the average numbe
of NO molecules per adsorption site!, PNO is the NO pres-
sure, andkad, kdes and kdec are adsorption, desorption an
decomposition rate constants@the decomposition rate is pro
portional to (12u) because a NO molecule needs a vac
nearest-neighbor~NN! site for dissociation#. The unique
steady-state solution of Eq.~8!, u5a2(a22b)1/2@a
5(kadPNO1kdes1kdec)/2kdec and b5kadPNO/kdec#, is stable
~no oscillations!. But in combination with surface restructu
ing, the model predicts oscillations and chaos.

III. MODEL

Adsorbate-induced surface restructuring results from
eral interactions between adsorbed particles,A(A[NO), and
metal atoms,M. On Pt~100!, the surface densities ofM atoms
in the stable and metastable structures are slightly diffe
and the adsorbate-induced phase transition is then acco
nied by ‘‘forcing up’’ some of theM atoms ~the terms
‘‘stable’’ and ‘‘metastable’’ will hereafter always refer to th

FIG. 6. As Fig. 2 forpNO50.07.
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FIG. 7. Snapshots of a (2003200) lattice for the run, shown in Fig. 6, at three sequential stages when the fraction of Pt atoms
metastable state is~a! maximum,~b! minimum, and~c! again maximum. The left and right panels show the whole lattice and a (50350)
fragment, respectively.
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states that are stable and metastable on theclean surface!.
Full-scale simulations of the latter phenomenon are ha
possible at present. In our analysis, this complicating fac
is ignored, i.e., the densities ofM atoms in the stable an
metastable structures are considered to be equal. In this
the adsorbate-induced surface restructuring can be desc
by employing the lattice-gas model as shown in Fig. 1. T
main ingredients of this model are as follows@10#:

~i! M atoms form a square lattice. EveryM atom may be
in the stable or metastable state. The energy differenc
these states isDE. The NNM -M interaction is considered to
be attractive,2eMM (eMM.0), if the atoms are in the sam
states, and repulsive,eMM , if the states are different~really,
the total NNM -M interactions are of course attractive; th
interactions2eMM and 1eMM introduced describe the de
viation from the average value!. The next-nearest-neighbo
interactions are ignored. With this choice of theM -M inter-
ly
r

se,
ed

e

of

actions, the model describes the tendency of substrate a
to be either all in the stable or all in the metastable state

~ii ! Adsorbed particles occupy hollow sites~this assump-
tion is not essential, because in the case of adsorption on
sites the structure of the formal equations will be the sam!.
The adsorption energy of a given particle is considered
increase linearly with the number of NN substrate atoms
the metastable state~this is a driving force for the phas
transition!. In particular, the increase of the adsorption e
ergy of anA particle after the transition of one NN substra
atom from the stable to the metastable state iseAM (eAM
.0).

~iii ! The NN adsorbate-adsorbate interaction is conside
to be negligible or repulsive,eAA>0.

The Hamiltonian corresponding to the assumptions ab
contains the substrate, adsorbate-substrate, and adso
adsorbate interactions,
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FIG. 7 ~Continued!.
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H5Hs1Has1Ha , ~9!

Hs5DE(
i

ni
M24eMM(

i , j
~ni

M21/2!~nj
M21/2!, ~10!

Has52(
i , j

eAMnj
Ani

M , ~11!

Ha5(
i , j

eAAni
Anj

A , ~12!

where ni
M is the variable characterizing the state of ato

i (ni
M51 or 0 is assigned to the metastable and stable sta

respectively!, ni
A is the occupation number of the adsorpti

sites, and( i , j means summation over NN pairs.

FIG. 8. Amplitude of period-1 oscillations of NO coverage as
function of pNO . Filled circles exhibit the MC data obtained wit
Ndiff51000 andL5200~the average statistical error in the results
shown by the size of the data points!. The solid line corresponds to
the power-law dependence,Du}(pNO2pNO

cr )x, with pNO
cr 50.01 and

x50.55.
es,

An elementary analysis@10# shows that the model out
lined predicts an adsorbate-induced first-order phase tra
tion provided that the adsorbate-substrate interaction is
ficiently strong. Thus, what we need in our simulations is
introduce the rate constants for all the relevant elemen
rate processes in accordance with the model. General

FIG. 9. ~a! NO decomposition rate~per site per MCS! and ~b!
NO coverage and fraction of Pt atoms in the metastable state
function of time forpNO50.3, Ndiff51000, andL5200.
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scriptions how to realize this procedure are described in R
@20#. The simplest reasonable set of rules for simulating
ementary reaction steps is as follows.

Adsorption of A particles occurs on vacant adsorptio
sites with unit probability.

Desorption ofA particles is affected byA-A and A-M
lateral interactions. The normalized dimensionless proba
ity of desorption of a given particle is defined as~we use
kB51)

Wdes5exp~Ei /T!, ~13!

whereEi5( j (eAAnj
A2eAMnj

M) is a sum of NN interactions
Diffusion of A particles occurs via jumps to NN vaca

sites. The probabilities of these jumps usually depend@20#
on lateral interactions in the ground and activated states~the
terms ‘‘activated’’ and ‘‘ground’’ correspond here to th
transition state theory!. Taking into account that the detai
of diffusion complicated by adsorbate-substrate lateral in
actions are not well established, we use for the jump pr
abilities the Metropolis~MP! rule, Wdif51 for DE<0, and
Wdif5exp(2DE/T) for DE.0, whereDE is the energy dif-
ference between the final and initial states. This rule, co
patible with the detailed balance principle, seems to be
sonable in our case~at least as a first approximation! because
it predicts rather rapid diffusion on perfect stable or me
stable patches, rapid jumps at the phase boundaries from
perfect to the metastable phase, but slow jumps in the op
site direction~because the adsorption energy on metasta
patches is higher!.

FIG. 10. As Fig. 9 forpNO50.35.
f.
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Decomposition ofA ~i.e., of NO! occurs provided that~a!
at least one NN site is vacant and~b! all the M atoms adja-
cent toA and to a vacant site are in the metastable state†the
latter condition takes into account that NO decomposit
occurs primarily on the (131) phase@16# ‡. The effect of
lateral interactions on theA-decomposition rate is for sim
plicity neglected~if necessary, it can be taken into account
described in Ref.@21#!.

Surface restructuring occurs via changes of the state oM
atoms. The probabilities of the transitions from the me
stable to the stable state and back are given by the MP
~as in the case ofA diffusion!.

Reaction steps and adsorbate-induced surface restru
ing are accompanied by release of heat. At UHV conditio
the rate of heat generation is low and the heat disposa
fairly effective. Under such circumstances, the kinetic os
lations are practically isothermal@1#. For this reason, we in
our simulations neglect the nonisothermal effects. The n
thermal effects~‘‘hot’’ atoms or molecules, etc.! are ne-
glected as well, because the role of such effects in kin
oscillations is expected to be minor~for a relevant discus-
sion, see Sec. 2.3.3 in Ref.@20#!.

IV. MODEL PARAMETERS

To simulate the reaction kinetics, we use the following
of parameters:DE/T52, eMM /T50.5, and eAM /T52
~such values are typical for surface restructuring!. The A-A
lateral interactions are for simplicity neglected,eAA50. For
this set of the model parameters corresponding to fixed t
perature, we haveT.0.40Tc , whereTc is the critical tem-
perature for the first-order adsorbate-induced phase trans
on the surface (Tc was calculated by analyzing theA adsorp-
tion isotherms at different temperatures!.

In addition, we need to introduce the dimensionless
rameters,pres and prea (pres1prea<1), characterizing the
relative rates of surface restructuring, adsorption-reac
steps, and diffusion ofA particles. The rates of these pro
cesses are considered to be proportional topres, prea, and
12pres2prea, respectively. In reality, the rate of surface r
structuring is lower than that of the adsorption-reaction st
~i.e., pres,prea), which are in turn much slower compared
A diffusion ~i.e. pres1prea!1). In our simulations, we em
ploy pres/(pres1prea)50.3. In addition, we use the numbe
Ndif[(12pres2prea)/(pres1prea) characterizing the ratio o
the rates ofA diffusion and the other processes. The resu
below are presented forNdif51000.

In our model, the catalytic cycle includesA ~NO! adsorp-
tion, desorption, and decomposition. To simulate these st
we introduce the dimensionless parameterspNO for A adsorp-
tion andpdes for A desorption. The rates of these process
are assumed to be proportional topNO andpdes, respectively.
TheA decomposition rate is considered to be proportiona
12pdes. The simulations were executed forpdes50.3.

V. ALGORITHM OF SIMULATIONS

The MC algorithm for simulating the reaction kinetic
consists of sequential trials of reaction, surface restructur
andA diffusion. A random numberr (r<1) is generated. If
r,prea, an adsorption-reaction trial is realized@item ~a!#.
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FIG. 11. Snapshots of a (2003200) lattice for the run, shown in Fig. 10, at four sequential stages when the NO coverage is~a! maximum,
~b! minimum, ~c! maximum, and~d! again minimum.
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For prea,r,prea1pres, an attempt of surface restructurin
is executed@item ~b!#. If r.prea1pres, anA-diffusion trial is
performed@item ~c!#.

~a! An adsorption-reaction trial contains several steps.~i!
An adsorption site is chosen at random.~ii ! A new random
numberr8 is generated.~iii ! If the site selected is vacant,A
adsorption is realized provided thatr8,pNO. ~iv! If the site
selected is occupied byA, A desorption or decomposition i
realized forr8,pdes and r8.pdes, respectively. ForA de-
sorption, a new random numberr9 is generated and the a
tempt is accepted ifr9,Wdes, whereWdes<1 is the normal-
ized desorption probability given by Eq.~13!. For A
decomposition, one of the NN sites is chosen at random
the trial is accepted if this site is vacant and adjacentM
atoms are in the metastable state.

~b! For surface restructuring, aM atom selected at random
tries to change its state according to the MP rule.
nd

~c! For A diffusion, an adsorption site is chosen at ra
dom. If the site is vacant, the trial ends. Otherwise, anA
particle located in this site tries to diffuse. In particular,
adjacent site is randomly selected, and if the latter site
vacant, theA particle jumps to it with the probability pre
scribed by the MP rule.

Simulating the reaction kinetics, we consider that initia
~at t50) the surface is clean and all theM atoms are in the
stable state. The results have been obtained for (L3L) M
lattices withL5200 and periodic boundary conditions. F
oscillatory kinetics accompanied by phase separations, th
boundary conditions make sense provided that the typ
size of islands is much lower than the lattice size. The la
requirement is fulfilled in our study.

To measure time, we use the so-called MC step~MCS!
defined as (L3L) attempts of the adsorption-reaction
surface-restructuring events. In principle, one might defi
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FIG. 12. As Fig. 9 forpNO50.4.

FIG. 13. As Fig. 9 forpNO50.45.
one MCS as (L3L) trials of adsorption, reaction,A diffu-
sion, and surface restructuring. In the latter case, the t
scale would primarily be connected withA diffusion, be-
cause in our simulations this process is rapid compared
other steps. Our experience indicates, however, that the
fect of diffusion on the period of oscillations is fairly wea
~provided that the time scale is not directly related to t
diffusion rate!. Under such circumstances, it does not se
to be reasonable to choose the diffusion-based time sca

Finally, it is worth discussing the relationship between t
dimensionless MC probabilities and time and real rate c
stants and time. Describing the catalytic cycle, we have c
sidered that the sum of the maximum probabilities of deso
tion and decomposition is equal to unity. Physically, th
means that pdes5kdes/(kdes1kdec) and pdec[12pdes
5kdec/(kdes1kdec), where kdes and kdec are the maximum

FIG. 14. Snapshots of a (2003200) lattice at the end of the run
shown in Fig. 13.~a! The whole lattice and~b! a (50350) frag-
ment.
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values of the desorption and decomposition rate consta
For A adsorption, we accordingly havepNO5kadPNO/(kdes

1kdec), wherekadPNO is the rate~per site! of adsorption on a
clean surface (kad is the adsorption rate constant, andPNO is
the NO pressure!. The MC time is defined in our simulation
via the adsorption-reaction-surface-restructuring events. T
means that the MC and real times are interconnected
tMC5(kdes1kdec1kres)t (kres is the maximum value of the
rate constant of surface restructuring!.

VI. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS

With the specification above~Sec. IV!, we have only one
governing parameter,pNO ~this parameter is proportional t
NO pressure!. Well-developed oscillatory kinetics are foun
for 0.01<pNO<0.5. Physically, it is clear that oscillation
can really be observed in such a broad interval only provi
that the H2 pressure is changed together with the NO pr
sure in order to guarantee applicability of the reduced mo
~the experiment@14# does show oscillations in a wide NO
pressure range provided that the ratio of NO and H2 pres-
sures is kept approximately constant!.

With increasingpNO from 0.01 to 0.5, the model predict
transition from almost harmonic oscillations to chaos via
standard Feigenbaum scenario@22#. Period-1 oscillations are
observed at 0.01<pNO,0.25. Period-2 oscillations occur a
0.25<pNO,0.25. ForpNO.0.4, the kinetics look approxi
mately like period-4 oscillations. At 0.4,pNO,0.5, we ob-
served irregular~chaotic! oscillations.

FIG. 15. As Fig. 9 forpNO50.55.
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A. Mechanism of period-1 oscillations

The mechanism of period-1 oscillations can be und
stood by analyzing the reaction kinetics in combination w
spatiotemporal patterns. For example, let us consider the
~Fig. 2 and 3! for pNO50.03. In this case, the average N
coverage is relatively small,^u&.0.2 ~Fig. 2!, and NO mol-
ecules form well-developed nonoverlapping mesoscopic
lands with atomically sharp boundaries~Fig. 3!. The first
stage for analyzing sustained oscillations can be chosen
bitrarily. We start from the point when the fraction of P
atoms in the metastable state is maximum@Fig. 3~a!#. In this
case, the restructured islands are relatively large, the l
NO coverage inside islands is rather high, and an additio
supply of NO molecules to the islands from the unrestr
tured patches is almost perfectly balanced by NO decom
sition inside islands. The balance is, however, not comple
perfect because NO decomposition is an autocatalytic p
cess. Thus, the NO coverage inside islands starts to decr
The latter is accompanied by a slow decrease of the rest
tured islands and also by formation of defects in the isla
structure@Fig. 3~b!#. With increasing time, the restructure
islands become rather small@Fig. 3~c!#. Supply of NO mol-
ecules to such islands from the unrestructured patches re
in the increase of NO coverage inside islands. The la
stabilizes the island structure and the islands start to g
@Fig. 3~d!#. Eventually, the islands again become relative
large @Fig. 3~e!#. Comparing Figs. 3~a! and 3~e! shows that

FIG. 16. ~a! NO decomposition rate~per site per MCS! and~b!
NO coverage and fraction of Pt atoms in the metastable state
function of time for pNO50.3 andL5200. Thick and thin lines
show the results forNdiff5103 and 104, respectively.
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the changes in the shape of islands during the oscilla
period are visible but not dramatic.

The kinetics shown in Fig. 2 has been run up tot5500
MCS’s. One might expect~in analogy with spinodal decom
position! that oscillations observed are accompanied with
creasing time by slow growth of the average~over the oscil-
lation period! island size and accordingly by slow increa
~or decrease! of the oscillation period. Our simulations ind
cate, however, that this is not the case. For example, Fi
exhibits the same MC run as in Fig. 2, but at much lon
times ~up to t52500 MCS!. Comparing Figs. 2 and 4 indi
cates that the period and amplitude of oscillations do
change with increasing time. The typical size of islands d
not change either@cf. Figs. 2~a!, 2~e!, and 5, showing the
lattice snapshots for the stage when the fraction of Pt at
in the metastable state is maximum#.

FIG. 17. Snapshots of a (2003200) lattice at the end of the ru
~with Ndiff5104), shown in Fig. 16 by the thin lines.~a! The whole
lattice and~b! a (50350) fragment.
n

-

4
r

t
s

s

With increasingpNO ~see, e.g., Figs. 6 and 7 forpNO

50.07), the average NO coverage increases. The ampli
of oscillations increases as well, but the period of oscillatio
slightly decreases. The mechanism of oscillations rema
basically the same, but the shape of islands becomes eve
ally quite different due to the merger of islands~Fig. 7!.

B. Amplitude of period-1 oscillations vs.pNO

With changing a governing parameterp kinetic oscilla-
tions described by ordinary differential equations arise u
ally via the Hopf supercritical bifurcation@22#. According to
this scenario, the amplitude of oscillations near the criti
point is proportional to (p2pcr)

1/2. There is, however, no
guarantee that the conventional arguments resulting in
square-root dependence are applicable in our case, bec
our model predicting phase separation can hardly be
scribed by ordinary differential equations. For this reason
was of interest to study in detail the kinetics of oscillatio
nearpNO

cr . Our analysis~Fig. 8! indicates that in this region
the amplitude of oscillations of NO coverage is proportion
to (pNO2pNO

cr )x with x50.5560.05. This finding is close to
that predicted for the Hopf bifurcation.

C. Transition to chaos

For pNO slightly above 0.25, we observed period-2 osc
lations. Typical examples of such oscillations are presen
for pNO50.3 and 0.35 in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. In t
former case~Fig. 9!, the shape of kinetic curves is close
that of period-1 oscillations. In the latter case~Fig. 10!,
period-2 oscillations are developed much better. Typical
tice snapshots for the run shown in Fig. 10 are exhibited
Fig. 11. Some of the features of these snapshots could
expected in advance. Comparing, for example, the surf
structures corresponding to two sequential maximums of
coverage@Figs. 11~a! and 11~c!#, one can find that the re
structured area is ordered much better and the size of s
formed by vacant sites is lower in the case of the maxim
with a higher coverage value@Fig. 11~c!#. Despite such find-
ings, it seems to be rather difficult to rationalize in detail~as
it was done for period-1 oscillations! the mechanism of
period-2 oscillations.

For pNO50.4, the reaction kinetics look~Fig. 12! approxi-
mately like period-4 oscillations.

Irregular oscillations have been observed at 0.4,pNO
,0.5. An example of chaotic oscillations~for pNO50.45) is
shown in Fig. 13. The corresponding snapshots are exhib
in Fig 14.

With further increasingpNO, oscillations are lacking be
cause the system is rapidly trapped to the state where the
coverage is high and almost all the surface is restructu
~see, e.g., Fig. 15 forpNO50.55).

D. Role of diffusion, etc.

In heterogeneous catalytic reactions, diffusion of a
sorbed species is usually fast compared to other steps. In
simulations above, NO diffusion was three orders of mag
tude faster (Ndif51000) than NO adsorption and dissociatio
and surface restructuring. In reality, the difference of t
rates of these steps is expected to be much higher. For
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FIG. 18. Rate of N2 desorption as a function of time during the NO-H2 reaction on Pt~100! at PNO5331029 bar andT5460 K. ~a!
Period-1 oscillations atPNO /PH2

51, ~b! period-2,~c! period-4, and~d! aperiodic oscillations atPNO /PH2
.1.4 ~redrawn from Ref.@14#!.
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reason, it was of interest to study the reaction kinetics
higher diffusion rates. Our experience indicates that furt
increase of the NO diffusion rate does not change qua
tively the results. To illustrate the latter conclusion, we sh
in Figs. 16 and 17 the oscillatory kinetics and lattice sn
shots calculated forpNO50.03 with Ndif510 000. With in-
creasingNdif from 1000 to 10 000, the amplitude of oscilla
tions becomes larger but only a little~Fig. 16!. The size of
islands increases as well@cf. Figs. 3~b! and 17# but not dra-
matically.

We have also proven that the kinetics calculated are st
with respect to variation ofL. For varyingL from 100 to 400,
the amplitude of oscillations decreases but only sligh
Thus, adsorbate diffusion is able, in our case, to main
synchronization of oscillations. For very large latticesL
@500), this mechanism synchronization may in principle
weak at very long times~for a discussion, see Ref.@5#!.
Nevertheless, the oscillations can really be observed
vided that the desynchronization time is longer compared
the time of measurements. Alternatively, synchronization
oscillations might occur via the gas phase~detailed discus-
sion of the latter phenomenon is beyond our goals!.

VII. SIMULATIONS VS EXPERIMENT

The main goal of our simulations was to show the type
oscillations and spatiotemporal patterns predicted by
t
r
-

-

le

.
in

e

o-
to
f

f
e

model. A full-scale analysis of oscillations observed expe
mentally @13–15# in the system under consideration is b
yond the scope of our study. Without comparing experim
and simulations, the presentation would, however, not
complete. Bearing in mind this point, we show in Fig. 1
typical experimental data@14# exhibiting the transition from
period-1 oscillations to aperiodic oscillations. The governi
parameter in the experiment isPNO/PH2

. Physically, this

parameter is close to that,pNO, used in our simulations
Thus, it makes sense to compare the evolution of oscillati
observed with increasing value of the governing paramete
the experiment and simulations. In both cases, we have
almost harmonic oscillations@cf. Figs. 6~a! and 18~a!#, then
period-2 oscillations@cf. Figs. 9~a! and 18~b!#, then period-2
or period-4 oscillations with very similar shape@cf. Figs.
10~a! and 18~c!#, and finally irregular oscillations@cf. Figs.
13~a! and 18~d!#. Thus, the reaction kinetics observed in t
experiment and simulations are in good qualitative agr
ment.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have presented comprehensive Monte Carlo sim
tions of kinetic oscillations in the NO-H2 reaction on the
Pt~100! surface in the framework of the lattice-gas mod
explicitly describing adsorbate-induced surface restructur
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in terms of the theory of first-order phase transitions. On
nm scale, the model predicts formation of restructured
lands with atomically sharp boundaries. The shape of isla
is strongly dependent on the reaction conditions. Des
phase separation on the surface, the transition from alm
harmonic oscillations to chaos is found to occur via the st
dard Feigenbaum scenario. Near the critical point, the dep
dence of the amplitude of oscillations on the governing
rameter is shown to be close to that predicted for the H
supercritical bifurcation.
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te
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The statistical model employed in our study is rather g
eral. It makes it possible to simulate different aspects of
kinetics of catalytic reactions accompanied by adsorba
induced surface restructuring by changing values of late
interaction and rules for elementary processes.
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